
MED SCHOOL PERSONAL STATEMENT SDN

I know the personal statement is supposed to answer "why medicine" to attend medical school" rather than "Who gave
advice to this weirdo?.

As I researched and shadowed physicians, I realized that medicine drives our progress and collective
understanding. Refer to my article on what I look for when I interview a candidate for medical school for more
information. I was known as a Sherlock Holmes on my Admissions Committee â€” if you lie or there are
inconsistencies anywhere, we will find them. My evaluation of you during this process is multi-faceted, and I
check for the following: You meet our mission statement In the schools you apply to, meeting the mission
statement is essential. I want to enable you to thrive, not simply survive. For one-on-one guidance from an
admissions expert, check out our Mock Interview Services. I want to protect people and show compassion as I
fight the diseases that plague my community. It was an honor to have been an integral part in helping people
achieve their dreams through finding the perfect medical school for some people â€” a place I love calling
home. Probably less likely. You may have the scores and compelling writing skills, but how likely am I to
place a bet you will meet our mission? The reader walks away convinced that medicine is the one and only
career for the candidate. Average Examples My reasons for choosing medicine are multifaceted, and my
decision was gradual, rather than the result of one epiphanic moment. Pursue things with vigor. To be clear, I
was not involved in screening applications, so will move to the most important components, being the
interview and subsequent scoring. Rather than tell the reader your strengths or weaknesses, a core story allows
you to show your personality through your observations, and most critically, your actions. Apply early!!!
There is nothing to distinguish this statement from another candidate; in other words, these reasons would
apply to ANY personal statement. Be specific. They struggle to find their own compelling reason, but they
mostly end up sounding the same. There is too much focus on Haiti, not enough on the applicant. Let us count
the problems with this example: Almost every career in healthcare lets you apply biological sciences toward
helping others. You have clear, distinct reasoning and logic for wanting to become a physician This, truthfully,
is one of the most important factors in assessing someone for medical school acceptance. Be personal. This is
a repost of an article by Joshua Wienczkowski. Assessing the resilience in order to not only pass, but succeed,
is important. It will drain you emotionally, mentally, and physically. There are no two ways around this fact.
Learn from your failures and move on. The plot and details of the narrative are not especially relatable unless
the reader has also been to Haiti and volunteered. Why do you want to be a doctor? The most logical way for
me to walk through my realizations is to analyze each step in the process of an application â€” I am skipping
original screening and secondaries because those are generally associated with your residency status and
scores, and my job was interviewing and scoring complete candidates. This aspiration stems from my desire to
apply the biological sciences towards helping others. My hope is to provide insight to the committee so they
might make a full-circle decision with your primary and secondary applications, and interview comments in
tow. It would be incredibly rewarding to improve lives and live a life of service. Hard to attain, but makes this
process a heck of a lot easier! A strong MCAT, good grades without major slip-ups in academic performance,
longitudinal volunteering or work and shadowing , unique life experiences, diversity however it is you define
this , and an individual who meets our mission as a university will not struggle to be accepted. Through all my
experiences in the health field, there have been many instances that helped me grow as an individual. Be
diligent. Instead, opening the classroom door to the 3rd graders at 32nd Elementary School brings me the jolt I
need. Most pre-meds struggle to say it without being cliche. I was a tourist in a foreign land, armed with my
Biology text as a guidebook.


